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R
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PARTS LIST
1 x Lasercut plastic plate
1 x Plastic propeller
1 x Plastic propeller mounting
1 x Battery box with integrated switch
2 x AA batteries
1 x Self-adhesive sticky pad
4 x Steel screws
4 x Steel nuts
4 x Black rubber end-cap
1 x Electric motor
1 x Rubber grommet
2 x Red motor tag connectors
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CONSTRUCTION
1.

Remove protective coating from
plastic plate.
Insert batteries into battery box and
stick self-adhesive pad onto back of
battery box (side without switch).
Thread wires through small
rectangular hole in plate and stick
battery box to plate.

2.

Pass screws through from top of
plate and tighten a single nut onto
each screw to firmly hold in place.

Push a rubber end-cap onto each
screw.
3.

Insert rubber grommet into large
circular hole in plate.
Ensure this grommet is inserted
evenly around grommets slot and on
both sides of the plate. This is best
achieved by gradually rotating the
grommet as it is pressed into place.

4.

Push the motor up through the
grommet so that there is roughly the
same length of the motor above and
below the plate.
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5.

Turn the launcher over and place a
length of red sleeving onto each of
the wires from the battery box.
Make sure the switch is in the
‘OFF’ position before proceeding.
Feed the bare metal of the ends
of the wires through the metal
connecter tags and bend back onto
themselves (ensuring the bare metal
is in contact with the motor tags).
Slide the red sleeving over these
connections to hold in place.

6.

Turn the launcher back over and
push the propeller mounting onto
the motor shaft.

7.

Sit propeller on the mounting.
Ensure launch area is clear.
Switch ‘ON’.....

Designed, manufactured and supplied by:
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